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A B S T R A C T

Reducing the absorber layer thickness below 1 μm for a regular copper indium gallium di-selenide (CIGS) solar cell lowers the minimum quality requirements for the
absorber layer due to shorter electron diffusion length. Additionally, it reduces material costs and production time. Yet, having such a thin absorber reduces the cell
efficiency significantly. This is due to incomplete light absorption and high Molybdenum/CIGS rear-surface recombination [1]. The aim of this research is to
implement some innovative rear surface modifications on a 430 nm thick CIGS absorber layer to reduce both these affects: an aluminium oxide passivation layer to
reduce the back-surface recombination and point contact openings using nano-particles for electrical contact. The impact of the implementation of all these rear-
surface modifications on the opto-electrical properties of the CIGS solar cell will be discussed and analyzed in this paper.

1. Introduction

Recently, power conversion efficiencies of about 22.9% were ob-
tained for small-area copper indium gallium di-selenide (CIGS) solar
cells, however they were achieved with absorbers thicker than 1 μm
[2]. When compared to CIGS absorbers with a standard thickness of
2–3 μm, sub-micron absorbers limit usage of critical feed-stock (reduced
manufacturing costs), reduce the bulk defects (due to reduced bulk
volume) and increase the potential for higher manufacturing
throughput (reduced deposition times). Yet, for sub-micrometer CIGS
solar cells, issues surrounding a highly recombinative rear interface
(the electron-hole pair is generated in the vicinity of the back contact)
and incomplete absorption of incident solar spectrum (partly due to low
reflection at the Molybdenum (Mo) /CIGS interface) limit its usage. The
combined effects of the same lead to a reduced open-circuit voltage
(VOC) and short circuit current (JSC). One approach to reduce the rear
interface recombination for instance would be to use a passivation
layer; the passivation layer reduces the interface recombination by field
effect and chemical passivation [3]. For a thin-CIGS solar cell, an ultra-
thin film of aluminium oxide (Al2O3) can be used to passivate the rear
interface. The use of an Al2O3 layer is justified as 1) first principle
calculations by Hsu et al. [4] estimate a 35% reduction in the interface
trap density (Mo/CIGS) 2) a built-in field is created due to a high
density of fixed negative charge which shields the minority charge

carriers from getting recombined in the rear. Thus, by implementing an
Al2O3 layer, the surface recombination velocity can be brought down to
100 cm/s (estimated from Solar Cell Capacitance Simulator [5]),
leading to an enhanced VOC [5].

As the Al2O3 layer is of non-conducting type, point contacts are
necessary for electrical connection in the passivated cell. The size and
distance between the point contacts (pitch) is determined by, among
other parameters, the minority carrier diffusion length. When compared
to c-Si solar cells (several hundred micrometers), thin film solar cells
like CIGS have very short minority carrier diffusion length, thereby
lifetime [6]. Thus, if a diffusion length of 0.5–1.25 μm is feasible, nano-
sized openings (a few hundred nanometers in diameter) for a pitch
varying from 1.25 to 2.5 μm (scaled from the Si-passivated emitter and
rear cell design) is necessary for efficient carrier collection with the
contacting area varying between 4 and 5% (to minimize contact area
between CIGS and Mo) [6].

The final bandgap of the material depends on the Ga content in the
cell [7]. But, if the [Ga]/[Ga]+ [In] (GGI) ratio is> 0.3, the perfor-
mance of the device degrades, limiting the maximum achievable VOC

for the device [8]. Recently, the addition of silver (Ag) in a CIGS solar
cell has gained greater interest; it reduces the defect density, lowers the
structural disorder and increases the open circuit voltage for higher
bandgap absorber layers [9]. Thus, in this research, an attempt was
made to 1) implement a rear interface passivation layer and 2)
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introduce silver into the absorber of a passivated cell. The results of
passivated device and the silver incorporated passivated device are
discussed and compared to a reference solar cell.

2. Experimental details

A substrate configuration was used for cell fabrication (Fig. 1). The
Al2O3 layer was grown (using atomic layer deposition (ALD)) on a
particle rich-cadmium sulfide (CdS) layer and subsequently, the parti-
cles were removed from the surface to create the point openings. The
reason for choosing CdS nano-particles (NPs) is twofold 1) CdS is used
as the buffer layer in the cell, hence the same chemical bath deposition
solution can be used (cost saving) 2) the particle size varies from
200 nm to 500 nm, more or less the optimal size required in this case.
Post ALD, particle removal was done in many ways such as i) dil. HCl
immersion and ii) ultrasonic agitation (Fig. 2). For ALD deposited Al2O3

layers thicker than 8 nm, particle removal was unsatisfactory. The
highly conformal and self-limiting nature of ALD reactions means that
the CdS particles embedded in very thick Al2O3 layers are irremovable.
Thus, an ultra-thin 6 ± 1 nm layer of Al2O3 was deposited to tackle
two issues 1) blistering [10] and 2) unsatisfactory particle removal.

For the silver passivated CIGS devices, an ultra-thin layer (~15 nm)
of silver was evaporated on to the Mo/CIGS interface and then annealed
at 375 °C in a nitrogen environment for roughly 30min. Silver nano-
particles are created as a result, with the average particle size being
550 ± 20 nm. The idea to use silver NPs comes from Yin et al. [11]
who reported that silver NPs at the rear surface of the cell (at the Mo/
CIGS interface) tend to diffuse into the CIGS absorber during the high
temperature deposition process. The steps involved in the fabrication of
the passivated device is given in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Passivated thin-CIGS solar cell

To study the effects of the suggested rear surface modifications
(passivation layer and Ag) on device performance, a plain reference,
passivated cell and a passivated cell with Ag NPs (Ag passivated) at the
rear surface were all fabricated in a single run; the molybdenum, ab-
sorber, buffer layer and front contacts are all deposited in the same run.
Soda lime glass substrates used in this research had an alkali barrier
layer. Hence, to counter this and avoid the so called ‘roll over’ effect
[12], an ultra-thin sodium fluoride ((NaF), (3–4 nm)) layer is deposited
pre-CIGS deposition (note, this is done for all the devices). In all cases, a
430 nm CIGS absorber was used with the GGI ratio being 0.29 ± 0.1.

In every device, about 28 cells (32 cells per device, each 0.5 cm2)
were electrically characterized. The statistical results for VOC, fill factor
(FF) and efficiency (η) are summarized in Table 2 (shunted cell results
were discarded). The above table shows that there is an improvement in
the electrical performance of the passivated device when compared to
the reference. For the reference device, the average value of efficiency
was 7.2% whereas, for the passivated device it was 8.5%, an im-
provement of 1.3% abs. On average, a 65mV improvement in the open-
circuit voltage was recorded for the passivated device, with the highest
recorded VOC value being 604.4 mV. Using conductance-voltage mea-
surements, the doping concentration was calculated and found to be
similar for both the devices; 1.9× 1016 cm−3 for the reference device
and 1.1× 1016 cm−3 for the passivated device. Thus, the rational
reason for an improved VOC would be improved rear-surface passivation
and reduced surface recombination velocity due to the Al2O3 layer.
Remarkably, the fill factors for the passivated are acceptable and in

Fig. 1. The various steps involved in the fabrication of a passivated CIGS device. A 1-stage co-evaporation process is used for the absorber deposition.

Fig. 2. Optical Microscopy images of 1) point contacts post CdS removal and 2) Ag NP post annealing.
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fact, higher when compared to the reference cells; 62.1% for the pas-
sivated device when compared to 59.4% for the reference. Good fill
factors indicate a well-defined and nearly optimized contact area in
contrast to low FF values, which together with a high series resistance,
is indicative of non-optimized electrical contacts. A relatively low
average series resistance of 1.3 Ωcm−2 (calculated using one-diode
model developed by Hegedus et al. [13]) and high FF for the passivated
device suggests that random-nano patterned Al2O3 layer in terms of
spacing and density, creates a proper and well-defined contacting area.
The low series resistance also means that the carrier collection is not
deeply affected by the large lateral distance needed by the charge
carrier to reach the point contacts [14]. Furthermore, for an increased
open-circuit voltage, the FF is expected to improve [14].

Both the devices have good-diode like behavior (from the dark JV
curve not shown here) however, the reference device appeared to be
slightly shunted (from the illuminated JV curve, Fig. 3). The dark JV
curve of the reference cell does not show any sign of shunting; the re-
ference cells are affected by voltage-dependent current collection [14].
For thin-film solar cells with shorter diffusion lengths and higher ab-
sorption coefficients like CIGS, the current generation has a greater
reliance on the electric field assisted drift [14]. Thus, the photo-current
decreases with decreasing field or increasing forward bias. Lower dif-
fusion lengths can be attributed to either higher bulk and/or rear in-
terface recombination [10]. The same is not observed for the passivated
device, hinting a reduced interface recombination (bulk remains the
same in both the cases). Higher charge carrier life time is also observed
for the passivated device (from TR-PL measurements, not shown here),
and in the present case, the bulk remains unchanged. Hence it is at-
tributed to passivating qualities of the Al2O3 layer.

Sufficiently good VOC (> 530mV) and decent FF (> 59%) were
obtained, however the efficiency was limited by the low JSC values
(< 24 mAcm−2) in both the devices. Yet, when compared to the re-
ference device, a slight improvement in the average JSC was observed
(+0.2 mAcm−2). For the passivated solar cell, a part of the light in the
near infra-red region is reflected at the Al2O3/Mo interface into the
CIGS absorber by light interference fringes. However, the reflection is
stronger for thicker Al2O3 layers, thus, only a marginal improvement in
the JSC (Fig. 4) was obtained in the present research. This would suggest
that the enhanced JSC is not only due to optical improvements but also
due the electronic effects of the passivation layer. Therefore, explana-
tions for the improved JSC could be: 1) reduced rear interface trap

density leading to a lower surface recombination velocity [10] 2)
higher minority charge carrier diffusion length due to an induced
electric field caused by the Al2O3 layer [15] and 3) improved reflection
of light into absorber [14].

3.2. Passivated Ag-CIGS solar cells

For an Al2O3 passivated (rear) CIGS device, contacts are needed for
efficient carrier collection. In the previous case, the CdS NPs used to
create the contacts were removed from the surface. In this case how-
ever, it is necessary that the Ag particles remain on the surface. Thus,
initially, the ALD deposition parameters were varied drastically to try
and obtain non-conformal ALD growth. In doing so, it is possible that
some regions of the cell or regions around complex 3-D structures (like
the nano-particles) not be uniformly coated. The idea for non-conformal
ALD growth can be explained as follows; in an idealized temperature
window for ALD depositions, the growth per cycle (GPC) is weakly

Table 1
Overview of all the steps required for the fabrication of the different CIGS devices used. Note that V stands for the process being carried out and X meaning the
process not being carried out.

Sr. Process description Reference Passivated Ag (passivated)

1 Mo/Soda lime glass (with alkali barrier) cleaning V V V
2 Ultra-thin Ag layer; thermal evaporation X X V
3 Ag nano-particles, annealing at 375 °C X X V
4 Particle rich CdS deposition, CBD X V V
5 Al2O3 deposition; ALD (~7 nm) X V V
6 CdS particle removal, point openings X V V
7 NaF layer deposition (3-4 nm) V V V
8 CIGS, 1-stage co-evaporation (no Ga grading) (430 nm) V V V
9 Buffer layer (CdS), CBD (50 nm) V V V
10 Window layer, RF sputtering V V V
11 Ni/Al/Ni front contact, evaporation V V V

Table 2
Statistical results for 25 randomly characterized solar cells under AM 1.5 spectrum, with each cell being 0.5 cm2 in area. Both the reference and the passivated devices
were deposited in the same run, have a thickness of about 430 nm with a constant GGI ratio of 0.29 ± 0.1.

Device VOC (V) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) Efficiency (%) Saturation current density (Acm−2)

Reference 532 ± 05 22.7 ± 0.4 59.4 ± 0.5 7.2 ± 0.1 2.2× 10−6

Passivated 597 ± 07 22.9 ± 0.3 62.1 ± 2 8.5 ± 0.6 1.4× 10−8

Ag (Passivated) 560 ± 07 23.3 ± 0.3 60.1 ± 2 7.8 ± 0.6 6.4× 10−7
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Fig. 3. Representative illuminated JV curves for the reference and passivated
devices. From the illustration, it is noted that 1) for the passivated device the
open circuit voltage is increased 2) the reference device is shunted, effecting its
fill factor.
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dependent on the temperature. However, outside that temperature
window, the idealized ALD behavior can be lost due to the following
reasons i) condensation: precursor gases can condense on the substrate
surface which could prevent efficient purging [16] ii) lower tempera-
ture: limits completion of precursor reactions due to lack of sufficient
reactivity and iii) desorption: the deposited film or the precursor gases
may desorb from the surface, effecting the GPC [17]. Thus, an initial
trial was made with an extremely thin non-conformal (non-conformal
parameters like low temperature (from 150 °C to 100 °C), reducing
pulse time for the TMA precursor (from 0.016 to 0.006 s) etc.) Al2O3

layer (5 nm) grown on the silver NPs. With these parameters, a thin-
CIGS device was fabricated. By analyzing the results, it was absorbed
that extremely low short circuit current (11mA/cm2), high series re-
sistances and extremely low shunt resistances were obtained (about 9
Ωcm2 and 33 Ωcm2 respectively). The high series resistance and poor
carrier collection suggests that the contacts were not well defined or
created properly. Also, it is difficult to conclude if the contacts were a
result of the non-conformal ALD or the pre-deposited NaF layer (cur-
rently under research). Thus, non-conformal ALD cannot be used as a
controllable and repeatable method to create contacts. A different ap-
proach was tested to create contacts and keep the Ag NPs on the sur-
face; to use of CdS NPs to create the contacts as explained in Table 1.
The results of same are summarized in Table 2.

From Table 2, it is possible to see that there is an improvement in
the open-circuit voltage (+28mV when compared to the reference), yet
the increase is not as high as in the case of a plain passivated device.
The reduced open-circuit voltage can partially be explained by the
lower doping concentration in the Ag-CIGS device (in the range of
1015 cm−3), even lower than what was obtained for the plain passivated
device. The FF was also reduced when compared to the plain passivated
device; an average of 60.1% was obtained. This could be due to the CdS
removal step; during the CdS nano-particle removal, even silver nano-
particles could have partially been removed from the surface. Thus, the
electrical contact area is increased and/or not optimized, which effects
the fill factor.

An important trend observed in the present case is the slight im-
provement in the short circuit current (+0.6mA/cm2). The improve-
ment in the short circuit current can also be seen in the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) curves (Fig. 4), where there is an improve-
ment in the entire solar spectrum. Therefore, explanations for the im-
proved JSC could be due the combined effects of the passivation layer,
the reduced disorder/defects in the CIGS structure due partial silver
addition (hence an improved EQE spectra in the visible light region)

and light scattering of the Ag NPs. However, further studies are needed
to confirm the same. This is because silver has a low diffusion coeffi-
cient, hence higher temperatures are required to promote silver diffu-
sion in the absorber [18,19]. Since, in the present case, the CIGS de-
position conditions were not varied significantly (for example the
deposition temperature remained unchanged), it is more likely that the
silver did not or partially diffused into the absorber (due to reduced
CIGS absorber thickness). This possibly explains the reasonable shunt
resistances obtained from the device. Moreover, for obtaining high
quality Ag-CIGS devices, the uniformity of Ag in the absorber is es-
sential, which in this case couldn't have been achieved. Consequently,
moderate efficiencies were obtained (on average 7.8%) owing to the
marginal improvements in the FF, JSC and VOC. The PL spectrum of the
Ag-CIGS device was amplified when compared to the reference, how-
ever, it is more likely that it is a result of the passivation layer and not
the Ag. Besides, there is no significant increase in the bandgap of the
Ag-CIGS device (observed from both the photoluminescence spectra
(not shown here) and the EQE) further proof of the lack of silver in the
absorber. However, it must be noted that this was an initial trial made
on such devices more and optimization studies are being researched
actively.

4. Conclusions

In summary, an advanced architecture to integrate a rear surface
passivation scheme in a thin-CIGS solar device was demonstrated. The
modified rear surface consisted of an ultra-thin passivation layer with
nano-sized point openings on its surface. A simple and technologically
feasible method was demonstrated to generate nano-sized point open-
ings without effecting the fill factor severely. Implementing Al2O3

passivation schemes impacts the cell performance positively; i) it re-
duces the rear interface defects ii) it lowers the rear interface re-
combination and iii) it improves the minority carrier diffusion lengths.
Higher efficiencies were obtained owing to higher fill factors and open-
circuit voltages, bringing down the efficiency losses when compared to
a standard thin-CIGS device. Furthermore, an attempt was made to
introduce silver into the absorber, however, more research and studies
are needed in that aspect of the cell.
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